Electrostatic MEMS coriolis vibratory gyroscopes (CVG) are essentially nonlinear because of the capacitive transducers employed for the excitation and detection of resonance vibration. This paper investigates the influence of nonlinearity on the precession angle dependent bias error of a MEMS rate integrating gyroscope (RIG) and proposes a novel correction to minimize this effect. A linear model of CVGs is commonly used in the dynamic analysis and control of MEMS RIGs. The linear model predicts a 2 nd harmonic angular drift error due mainly to non-proportional damping. However, experimental results from previous work demonstrate the existence of an additional 4 th harmonic component in the precession rate, and in the resonant frequency and quadrature control. The analysis and removal of this high-order error term will further improve the accuracy of the RIG. Here, it is shown that high-order angularly modulated drift error is the result of nonlinear damping, and the stiffness nonlinearity is responsible for the 4 th harmonics present in the fluctuation of the operating frequency and in the control for quadrature nulling. It is understood that nonlinear damping may be introduced electrically by the energy sustain state feedback control that uses nonlinear capacitive measurements. Nonlinearity correction is proposed to the capacitive displacement detection that significantly reduces the high-order drift error. Simulation and experimental results are provided to validate the analysis. A DSP controlled MEMS RIG with nonlinearity correction exhibits an angular drift error of less than 0.2 deg/s.
I. INTRODUCTION
M EMS Coriolis vibratory gyroscopes (CVG) are essential components in compact and low cost inertial applications, for example, the attitude and heading reference system (AHRS) in UAVs, personal navigation and robotics. The working principle of a CVG is based on the Coriolis coupling induced energy transfer between a pair of degenerate vibration modes associated with axisymmetric structures e.g ring, cylinder, disk and hemispherical shell. Most CVGs are operated in rate mode, where measured rate of turn is integrated to obtain the angular position. Due to the fact that the rate measurements are often affected by the temperature induced bias instability, nonlinearity in the scale factor, noise and limited measurement bandwidth, the derived angle can diverge over a rather short period of integration time. High end CVGs can be operated in rate integrating mode that directly give precession angle without the need of digital integration. Other advantages of RIGs include: (1) , scale factor stability unaffected by environmental changes and amplitude of vibration of the drive mode; (2) , unlimited bandwidth and measurement range, though in practice, this benefit may be compromised by bandwidth of the electronic control loops. Despite the attractive advantages of RIGs, their closed-loop control is much more challenging and it is only possible for gyroscope devices with minimum imperfections [5] , [6] . The major performance specifications for RIGs are the precession angle dependent bias error and the minimum rate threshold. Drift error is the major limiting factor for MEMS RIGs in low rate applications. They are mainly affected by damping and stiffness imperfections caused by fabrication tolerance limits and material inhomogeneity. Gain unbalance in drive and sense electronics, and the phase lag of actual control forces also contribute to drift error.
Most of the recent works [7] , [8] conducted on MEMS RIGs have adopted the linear dynamic model in the design of control algorithms and for the analysis of drift error. The averaged motion equations based on the linear dynamic model of CVGs reveal that the damping and stiffness imperfections between the two resonators are the major sources of angular drift error. The influence of stiffness imperfections can be eliminated conveniently by quadrature nulling which keeps the resultant vibration mode shape a straight line. The drift error caused by non-proportional damping can be compensated via velocity feedback control [7] , [8] . However, the linear model-based analysis only explains the existence of a secondary spatial harmonic in the drift error. Previous works [3] , [4] by the authors show that, as the dominant 2 nd harmonic is reduced, there exists a 4 th spatial harmonic component present in the drift error, quadrature nulling control and resonance frequency. Further tests show that the state feedback compensation techniques only reduce the 2 nd harmonic and have no effect on the high order error component. This implies that the 4 th harmonic error may be due to the nonlinear damping and stiffness contributions which are commonly neglected in the linear model of MEMS CVGs. As the 2 nd harmonic in the angular drift error can be effectively eliminated via state feedback compensation, removal of the 4 th harmonic drift error represents a significant advancement.
Elastic and dissipative nonlinearities exist in all MEMS resonators. For electrostatic MEMS gyroscopes, nonlinearity may originate from several sources including the geometric and material effects, electrostatic actuation and capacitive detection. Nonlinear behavior and bifurcation of MEMS resonators caused by elastic and damping nonlinearities are extensively reported [9] - [12] . Most of these studies are based on simple 1D clamped-clamped microscale [13] and nanoscale [14] beam resonators. One of the most reported phenomena is the amplitude-frequency dependence caused by cubic stiffness nonlinearity. Damping nonlinearity manifests as a reduced apparent quality factor as the amplitude of vibration increases. Novel methods [15] , [16] are recently used to reduce drift error in MEMS RIGs. The influence of cubic stiffness nonlinearity on the performance of MEMS rate gyroscopes is investigated [17] - [20] , where the amplitude of vibration of the primary mode is pushed well into the nonlinear region. Effects of this include the proportionally amplified scale factor, improved signal to noise ratio performance. The bias stability is generally unaffected.
In contrast to the intensively investigated nonlinear elastic behavior, nonlinear damping in MEMS gyroscopes is often overlooked as its influence on the rate gyro is negligible for most applications. Damping nonlinearity is much more apparent when the gyro is operating in rate integrating mode. It is very challenging to quantitatively identify mechanical nonlinearities. In vacuum packaged MEMS gyroscopes, thermal elastic damping (TED) is an important contributor. Explicit analyses of the effect of elastic and dissipative nonlinearities on the measurement performance of RIGs are rare or incomplete. In this paper the mechanism by which nonlinearity is introduced to the RIG system through feedback control is analyzed. The influence of nonlinearity on the drift error performance of a MEMS RIG is assessed. Correction of nonlinearities from electrostatic sensing is proposed and validated via simulation and experimentation. The gyroscope device used in this study is a ring resonator of radius 4 mm and a capacitive gap of 10 μm. It has a quality factor of 22000 due to extremely low damping, and the amplitude of vibration is kept low in the linear region, so that the geometrical and material nonlinearities are negligible for this design when compared against the nonlinearity stemming from the electrostatic transduction.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the dynamic model of CVGs, nonlinearities originating from electrostatic forces and the capacitive detection scheme, and the mechanism these nonlinearities are introduced into the gyroscope control system via state feedback control. Section 3 describes the derived averaged motion equations of the RIG with damping and stiffness nonlinearities. A theoretical analysis of their effects on the angular drift error and associated control are also presented. Section 4 presents a SIMULINK based simulation of the entire nonlinear RIG control system which concurs with the theoretical analysis. Practical rate table tests are conducted with a DSP controlled fully functioning MEMS RIG. The implementation of the DSP based control system and test results are given in section 5 to show the effectiveness of nonlinearity correction in reducing high order drift error.
II. NONLINEAR DYNAMIC MODEL
A Coriolis vibratory gyroscope is commonly modeled as a two-dimensional oscillator with damping and stiffness couplings. Without considering stiffness and damping nonlinearities from mechanical sources, the mass normalized differential equations of motion are described as [18] :
where x and y are the displacement of vibration, ϑ 0 and ω 0 are respectively the damping ratio and natural frequency of the perfect ring resonator. γ 1 , γ 2 andμ 1 , μ 2 represent the damping and stiffness imperfections respectively. is the external rate input that induces the Coriolis coupling, which is proportional to the velocity of vibration and corresponding mass of the resonator m.
are electrostatic forces applied to the two modes of vibration by individual control voltages V x and V y , and m is the resonator mass. In the case of the RIG mode of operation, the objective of feedback control is to sustain vibration in the major axis and suppress vibration in the minor axis in the elliptic coordinate system [2] . The electrostatic force coefficient k d is determined by the capacitive gap and the DC bias.
A. Nonlinear Electrostatic Force
Nonlinearity in high Q MEMS resonators may originate from both mechanical and electrical sources. Electrostatic forces and the capacitive detection of displacement are naturally nonlinear and appear as a softening nonlinearity that decrease the resonant frequency as shown in (5) and (6) . Mechanical nonlinearity, commonly modeled as a duffing force αx 3 , has a spring hardening characteristic that increases the effective stiffness at large displacements. The combination of these nonlinearities can be hardening or softening depending on the strength of these two nonlinearities. For the MEMS ring type gyroscope used in this study, the ring resonator has a radius of 4 mm, and the amplitude of vibration is in the range of a couple of micrometers over a capacitive gap of 10 μm. Geometric nonlinearity caused by this small amplitude of vibration relative to the dimension of the ring resonator is negligible. Electrostatic transduction is major source of stiffness nonlinearity and can be readily confirmed by simple frequency sweep tests, as shown in figure (1) . The resonant frequency shifts 1.5Hz lower as the amplitude of vibration increases.
As the radius of the ring resonator is large compared with the nominal capacitive gap, stiffness nonlinearity in electrostatic actuation can be modeled based on parallel plate electrodes. The attractive electrostatic force produced between the ring resonator body and the drive electrode is expressed as a nonlinear function of amplitude of vibration:
where d is the nominal gap between the ring resonator body and the drive electrode, x is the displacement, V dc is the DC bias of 25 volts, V ac is the periodic drive voltage, and V ac V dc . The reason of using a fixed high DC bias V dc and a low amplitude alternative voltage V ac for harmonic excitation is that it avoids nonlinearity caused by the voltage square term. Using Taylor expansion, and neglecting high order terms, the electrostatic force can be approximately expressed as:
Here C 0 is the nominal capacitance of the gap. The first term in equation (3) is the linear harmonic excitation force independent of displacement of vibration. It is linearly proportional to the alternative drive voltage V ac , approximately given by
is the coefficient for the linear electrostatic force, which is dependent on the DC bias and the electrode gap. The displacement linear, quadratic and cubic terms of the spring softening forces are given by
As the DC bias voltage is fixed the linear term in (5) of stiffness softening remains constant despite varying amplitude of harmonic drive V ac and amplitude of vibration. The quadratic and cubic nonlinearity terms are related to the amplitude of vibration, which will result in frequency mismatch in RIG mode where the amplitude of vibrations for the two modes vary alternatively with precession angle. As the quadratic term introduces a high frequency modulation to the effective stiffness, the averaged effect on the slow time-varying averaged motion equations of RIG envelope dynamics is negligible. Therefore, only the cubic nonlinearity term of the electrostatic force is considered later in the analysis of the nonlinear dynamic system of RIG.
B. Nonlinearity in Capacitive Detection
The sensing electrode and the ring resonator form a DC biased capacitor modulated by displacement of vibration.
A charge amplifier is used in the capacitive detection of vibration, the voltage output of detection circuit V out is given by
C F is feedback capacitor of the charge amplifier. To avoid the electrostatic instability phenomena of "pull-in" the amplitude of vibration is kept small such that x d. As a result, terms O x d n for n > 3 have been neglected in expression (6) .
Furthermore, a high pass filter in the interface electronics removes the DC component in V out such that the output signal V s is given by
Note that the signal described by (7) is not purely proportional to the amplitude of vibration. Neglecting high order harmonic vibrations that may be caused by dynamic nonlinearities, the displacement of vibration may be expressed as a pure sinusoidal function x = x p sin ωt. The corresponding output signal of the charge amplifier can be written as [12] :
The relative amplitude of the spectrum components in the detected vibration signal may be used to estimate the true displacement relative to the gap d. The harmonic components 2ω and 3ω in (8) are removed by the synchronous demodulation process from entering the closed-loop feedback control system. The effective signal entering the RIG control system is given by:
It can be seen from (9) that the displacement of vibration becomes over-estimated as the amplitude of vibration increases. This can be problematic for rate integrating gyroscope where the amplitude of vibration of both modes changes alternatively during angular precession. In parallel plate electrostatically actuated MEMS resonators the maximum displacement before the onset of pull-in stability is given by
In practice the resonator is operated with x x M . Nonlinearity originating from capacitive detection enters into the system dynamics through quadrature nulling and energy sustaining feedback control, which will introduce both stiffness and damping nonlinearities
C. Nonlinear Damping
Nonlinear damping in high Q MEMS gyroscopes is often neglected in rate mode CVGs. However, in the RIG mode, it may cause extra angular drift error. Nonlinear damping may originate from a combination of different sources, including air damping, thermoelastic effects, friction at grain boundaries, bulk and surface impurities and clamping loss. It is not possible to identify and estimate these sources individually.
A cubic nonlinear damping force is often introduced to model the damping nonlinearity [13] , [14] . Another major source of nonlinearity may come from the quadrature nulling and energy sustaining closed-loop controls. The cubic nonlinearity in the capacitive displacement detection scheme described by equation (6) is introduced to the full dynamic system of the RIG.
In the implementation of closed-loop feedback control, control voltages V x and V y are synthesized using state variableŝ x,ẋ,ŷ,ẏ measured by the capacitive detection circuits. The quadratic term in (6) is prevented from entering the control system by the synchronous demodulation. The measured state variables are given by:
is the gain of the electronic circuit, which is dependent on the capacitive gap, the feedback capacitor and the DC bias. The conventional feedback controls for quadrature nulling and energy sustain [3] [8] are given by:
Here, nonlinearities caused by feedback compensation of the linear non-proportional damping [3] γ 1 , γ 2 are neglected, as the non-proportional damping terms are small relative to the average damping.ᾱ andβ are control gains for the quadrature nulling and energy sustain loops respectively. This effectively introduces cross stiffness nonlinearity and diagonal damping nonlinearity terms to the dynamics of RIG by electrostatic feedback forces. The mass normalized forces for the gyroscope dynamic model (1) are given by:
Here, (14) (15) show the stiffness and damping nonlinearities introduced by electrostatic drive and capacitive sensing. Nonlinear damping from geometrical and material effects are often approximately modeled as r 3 x 2ẋ , r 3 y 2ẏ , which can be conveniently included in (14) (15) . However, in this investigation, as the amplitude of vibration is very small relative to the radius of the ring resonator, nonlinear damping arising from geometrical and material aspects is neglected. Nonlinear damping introduced by feedback control forces due to distortion in the capacitive detection is the major source. Nonlinear damping from mechanical and material sources is often characterized as decreased Q factor as the amplitude of vibration is increased, as has been found in simple 1-D doubly clamped M(N)EMS structures [13] , [14] . Rather differently, nonlinear damping introduced by feedback control in electrostatic MEMS devices reduces effective damping of the resonant modes and hence increases the observed Q factor.
D. Nonlinearity Correction
As described in equation (10), the nonlinear error in the capacitive detection is related to the ratio of displacement and the nominal capacitive gap. A simple correction to the nonlinear measurement is proposed by subtracting the cubic term from the measurement,
An approximation to the unknown true displacement x in the correction equation (16) can be made using the linear part of the measurement result x =x/k s . The nonlinear error can be reduced significantly provided parameters k s d = V dc C 0 C F or the real amplitude of vibration relative to the capacitive gap d are exactly known. The corrected measurement result is given bỹ
In this case, because the displacement of vibration is usually less than 10% of the gap, it is clear the nonlinear distortion is negligible after correction. In practice, it is difficult to apply the exact amount of nonlinearity correction as the exact value of k s d is not known. Spectrum analysis of the vibration signal may be used to predict the ratio between the displacement of vibration and the electrode gap.
E. Nonlinear Dynamic Model
By including stiffness and damping nonlinearities from the electrostatic drive and feedback controls described by equation (5), (14) and (15) , the nonlinear dynamic model of a MEMS RIG with closed-loop feedback controls can be described by the differential equations of motion as:
Here
, and α, β are automatically adjusted control gains, respectively used to maintain a constant amplitude of the major axis, and to null the minor axis in the elliptic coordinate system. Note that the linear stiffness softening term (5) is seen as part of the entire linear stiffness K. The quadratic term in equation (5) is neglected in the analysis as it only introduces a high frequency modulation of stiffness which is integrated to zero by control system. k 3 = 2C 0 V 2 dc d 4 m is the coefficient of electrostatic cubic nonlinearity. The second items at the right side of (18) are additional electrostatic nonlinearities to the linear RIG system.
III. AVERAGED MOTION EQUATION

A. Linear Averaged Model
The analysis of motion of the RIG is more convenient by expressing the equations of motion in the elliptic coordinate system in terms of amplitude and orbit phase. Transformation of the linear part of the equations of motion of the RIG system from the rectangular coordinates to the time averaged elliptical coordinates has been described in detail in [1] , [2] . The elliptic coordinate system is illustrated in figure (2) and the associated coordinate transformation equations is given by:
x yẋẏ T are the fast time-varying state variables of displacement and velocity of vibration of the gyroscope's two second-order differential equations dynamic model. In the elliptic rotating coordinate system, the state variables are defined as slow time-varying a b θ ϕ T to describe the orbital elements. a is the amplitude of the elliptic major axis, b is the amplitude of the elliptic minor axis, θ is the precession angle and ϕdenotes the phase shift between the resultant drive force f a and response component a (t) in the major axis. For the simplified case with no the nonlinear effects, the equations of motion in the slowly varying orbiting parameters are given by [3] , [8] :
f a , f b , f θ , f φ are effective forces in the elliptic coordinate system. When the orbit phase is kept to ϕ = − π 2 by a phase-locked loop, these control forces are simplified as:
The objectives of forces f a and f b are to respectively sustain a constant amplitude a of the major axis, and null vibration at the minor axis. It is clear that non-proportional damping coefficients γ 1 and γ 2 result in a 2θ dependent drift error. Damping imperfections can be kept to less than 3% for high precision MEMS gyroscopes. The influence of stiffness imperfections μ 1 and μ 2 is negligible since b is nulled by force f b . The impact of stiffness imperfections μ 1 and μ 2 on the control of the minor axis b, resonant frequency ϕ is more significant. The effect of μ 1 and μ 2 can also be observed through the quadrature control gain α.
B. Nonlinear Effects
The cubic nonlinear stiffness and damping terms as formulated in equations (18) affect the angular drift error as well as the feedback control required for the RIG. The influence is illustrated by the extra terms they add to the averaged motion equations. By using the transformation equation and applying the averaging operation to the terms x 2 and y 2 , the diagonal nonlinear stiffness terms k 3 x 3 k 3 y 3 T originating from the electrostatic force are described as:
The off-diagonal stiffness nonlinearity terms α d 2 y 3 − α d 2 x 3 T introduced by the quadrature nulling control can be expressed as: α
Similarly, the nonlinear damping forces 3β
Here the four matrices are I = 1 0 0 1 , U = 0 1 −1 0 , V = 1 0 0 − 1 , and W = 0 1 1 0 , such that the stiffness and damping nonlinearities are represented in a tight form as in [1] :
A and B are represented in "quaternion form":
The associated coefficients are:
The effect of nonlinearity on the averaged motion equations can be derived following the process detailed in [1] and applying averaging over one period to yield: 
IV. SIMULATION
The MEMS RIG including the associated digital feedback control system is simulated with MATLAB/Simulink to verify the influence of electrostatic nonlinearities predicted in the theoretical analysis. The dynamic model is represented in Simulink block diagram as shown in figure (3) . Nonlinearities are preserved in the electrostatic excitation and capacitive displacement measurement by using original nonlinear equations for the electrostatic drive force F e = ε A 2(d-x) 2 (V dc − V ac ) 2 , and for the capacitive vibration detection V out = 1
The parameters used in the simulation correspond to the practical interface circuit, where the DC bias voltage is set at 25 volts, resonator mass 16.5e-7, and feedback capacitor Cf of 5pF. The gyroscope used in this investigation has an electrode gap of 10um, the non-proportional damping is about γ 1 = 0.02 and γ 2 = 0.006, and the residual stiffness imperfections after mode tuning are about μ 1 = −1e −6 and μ 2 = 2e −6 , corresponding to a frequency split of about 20 mHz. The entire RIG system is shown in figure (4) . It includes digitization and FIR low pass filtering, digital orthogonal demodulation to calculate the in-phase and quadrature components for each mode of vibrations. The demodulation results C x , S x , C y , S y are then transformed into the elliptic coordinate system to obtain elliptic parameters: amplitude of elliptic major axis a, minor axisb, angular location of the standing wave θ , and the orbit phase ϕ. These elliptic parameters are thereafter used in the PLL resonance frequency tracking, energy sustain and quadrature nulling feedback control loops to fulfil the entire RIG measurement.
A. Quadrature
Equation (34) describes the nonlinear behavior of the quadrature control. The cubic stiffness nonlinearity from electrostatic drive has a large coefficient k 3 and it is not attenuated by the nulled minor axis b as for the energy sustain control. This make quadrature control gain α the most noticeable nonlinear behavior even at a rather low amplitude of vibration. When the amplitude of major axis is set to a = 0.2, it is equivalent to about 10% of the capacitive gap. Figure (5) shows the simulation results when varying the amplitude of vibration. As expected, the 4θ harmonics increase as the amplitude of the major axis is increased. The 2θ harmonics remains unchanged. Simulations also confirm that the nonlinear correction proposed in equation (17) has no effect on reducing 4θ harmonics, which is caused by nonlinear electrostatic drive.
B. Angular Drift Error
As described in equation (35), the 4θ harmonics in the angular drift error is caused by damping nonlinearity introduced by velocity feedback to compensate the energy loss due to average damping. This high order drift error is proportionally related to the control gain β, as well as the ratio between the amplitude of vibration and the capacitive gap. Figure (6) shows the angle dependent drift error. The 2θ harmonic is determined by the linear damping imperfections γ 1 , γ 2 . It remains constant as the amplitude of the major axis increases, while the 4θ harmonic drift error grows dramatically. Nonlinear correction described in (17) reduces the 4θ harmonic from 5 deg/s to 0.2 deg/s for major axis of 0.3. The small residual 4θ harmonic error is caused by neglected high order nonlinear terms in equation (7) of the capacitive detection.
C. Resonance Frequency
Fluctuation of resonance frequency is the result of stiffness imperfections μ 1 and μ 2 , and the nonlinearity from electrostatic drive and quadrature control. Linear stiffness imperfections μ 1 and μ 2 lead to the 2th angular modulation of the resonance frequency. Nonlinearity causes 4θ angular modulation of the frequency and a frequency softening offset, as indicated by equation (36). Simulation results in figure 7 shows an increasing frequency offset and the 4th harmonics as the amplitude of vibration increases. The 2θ harmonics remains constant. Nonlinear correction of the capacitive detection shows no effect on the resonance frequency as expected in the analysis.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section describes the closed-loop control necessary for the operation of the MEMS rate integrating gyroscope, and the experimental tests conducted to investigate the nonlinear effects on sensor performance and real time control of the system. The experimental setup is shown in figure (8) , which is capable of RIG testing with an external continuous rate input up to 300 rpm.
The vibrating structure of the gyroscope is a suspended ring, which has a radius of 4mm, width of 200 μm and thickness of 150μm. The capacitive gap formed between the ring and the electrodes is 10 μm. The device is fabricated Control system block diagram for the MEMS rate integrating gyroscope. from silicon 111 by Silicon Sensing. Details of electrode arrangement of the drive, sense and mode tuning can be found in previous reports [19] . Figure 8 .b shows the vacuum packaged MEMS gyroscope device.
A. Control Platform
Closed-loop control of the rate integrating gyroscope is incorporated onto a DSP based gyroscope control system. The system block diagram is shown in figure 9 . The signal generation is based on an audio codec chip with 192 KHz sampling rate, and the principle of direct digital synthesis technique (DDS) is used to create high quality sine/cosine waves for resonance excitations. The frequency resolution is 0.3 mHz. It also provides the digital reference for orthogonal synchronous detection. The digital orthogonal demodulation plays a key role to resolve the in-phase and quadrature components of the detected vibrations signals, which are used to calculate the amplitude and phase information of both the primary and sense modes for real time dynamic control.
The control for RIG consists of five major modules: (1) Vibration detection via digital orthogonal demodulation, which provides the quadrature and in-phase components of vibration S x , C x , S y , C y ; (2) Resonance frequency tracking based on a PLL that tracks the resonance frequency;
(3) Energy sustain by velocity feedback to maintain a constant amplitude of the major axis of the elliptic trajectory; (4) Quadrature nulling based on an anti-skew displacement feedback to suppress the minor axis without disturbing angular precession. (5) State feedback to compensate damping and stiffness imperfections, details of feedback compensation can be found in [4] , [8] . System states, the velocity and displacement, for feedback control are recreated using the demodulation results C x , S x , C y , S y and the digital signal reference. Fig. 10 . Nonlinear behavior of the quadrature control that increases with amplitude of the major axis. Fig. 11 . Angular drift error is reduced to less than 0.3deg/s by feedback compensation and nonlinear correction.
B. Rate Table Testing
Based on the DSP controlled RIG system, a series of practical rate table testing were conducted to validate the theoretical analysis of the electrostatic nonlinearity, and the effectiveness of the nonlinear correction proposed for reducing the high order drift error. In real time closed-loop control of the RIG, quadrature control demonstrates obvious nonlinear behavior, while the nonlinear influence on the angular precession needs spectrum analysis to show the harmonics. Figure 10 plots the nonlinear behavior of the quadrature control that increases with the amplitude of the major axis. Figure 11 shows the test results for an external continuous input rate of 28 deg/s, and amplitude of the major axis is set to 30mv. Without velocity feedback compensation to cancel the linear non-proportional damping γ 1 , γ 2 , the sensor output shows a high angle dependent drift error, the amplitude of periodic fluctuation of the drift rate is about 3.5 deg/s. With the aid of parameter estimation of γ 1 , γ 2 and applying velocity feedback compensation [3] , the 2θ drift error is reduced to 0.15 deg/s whilst the 4θ drift remains almost unaffected. When the nonlinear correction is applied, and by carefully adjusting correction parameter k s d the 4θ harmonic drift error is further reduced to 0.16 deg/s.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents analysis and formulation of the influence of nonlinearities on the drift error performance and real time control of an electrostatic MEMS ring type rate integrating gyroscope, and proposes a nonlinear correction to reduce the 4θ harmonic drift error. As the gyroscope's ring resonant structure is relatively large, and the device has extremely low damping, nonlinearities originate from electrostatic forces and capacitive sensing dominate. Nonlinearities originate from geometrical and material characteristics are neglected in the analysis. The analysis shows that stiffness nonlinearities enter into the dynamic system directly via electrostatic force and quadrature control, and that damping nonlinearity is introduced by state feedback for energy sustaining control. It is demonstrated by the averaged motion equations of the nonlinear RIG in the elliptic coordinate system that stiffness nonlinearities result in 4θ harmonics on the quadrature control and resonance frequency tracking, and that damping nonlinearity causes a 4θ harmonic drift error. Validation of the theoretical analysis and effectiveness of the nonlinear correction is provided by full simulation of the digitally closed-loop controlled RIG. Rate table experimental results show drift error less than 0.2 deg/s can be achieved by feedback compensation of non-ideal damping and the proposed nonlinear correction APPENDIX For the convenience of readers, this appendix provides a brief description of the formulation of the averaged motion equation of the RIG in orbital parameters in the rotating elliptic coordinate system, which is derived in great details by Bernard in [1] . The motion equations (18) of CVGs in the Cartesian coordinate system can be reformatted as ẍ y
The terms on the right-hand side represent perturbations to the motion equations of an ideal gyroscope that are potential sources of error in practical devices. They can be formulated as a two-component "perturbation vector":
where A and B are represented in the form of "quaternion vector":
where the four matrices are
Using the transformation defined in (19) , the differential equations in the orbital elements is given by: 
